STRIKE NOIR

1/100 SCALE MASTER GRADE
GAT-X105E

MG Scale
GAT-X105E+AQM/E-X09S
STRIKE NOIR
ENHANCED POWER UNIT

THE AGED-OF-THE-JOSS, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE GHOST PHANTOM MAIN FRAME, THE SPECIALIZED USE OF EACH PART IN A STRUCTURAL CHANGE. IN AN ADVANCE.

DETAIL DISPLAY

(能源扩展装置)
STRIKE NOIR
VARIABLE PHASE SHIFT ARMOR
WEAPONS
MR-Q10
光束刃 X2
STRIKE NOIR
GAT-X105E

DESCRIPTION: GAT-X105E
NAME: NOIR STRIKE
WEAPONRY: TYPE AGM-X035
FULL HEIGHT: 17.72 METERS
WEIGHT: 90.5 TONS
INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT: SINGLE STANDARD COCKPIT
X106E Head: According to the client the Phantom style requirements of pain, for the specialized close combat operation, structure changes. Appearance, the most significant difference is the middle of the panel cooling hole location change, placed in the middle of the panel of the hollow hole, while in the assigned to the left and right sides. This is because, due to machine gun "Porcupine Array" has carried on the improvement of the elastic path as a result of changes and new type with strengthening integrated sensor system layout changes, the necessity of pipe heat treatment processing. Combining design "Porcupine Matrix for Elastic Path Changes" of corresponding due to the change of ammunition improvement the velocity of the bullet for measures in section shape, from the original simple shape change cooling hole linkage vents of complex shapes and stratification armor layer, the new set up "Diamond" design. Improve the ability to adapt in wartime. At the element and installed angle head shape and high straight type will upgrade for a switch to communication system. The purpose is to improve in combat with friendly aircraft data communication.
WEAPONS
M8F-SB1
短光束步槍
X2

REQUIRES FLEXIBILITY AND POWER IN THE MELEE. FULL-SIZED BEAM FIREARMS. THE RIFLE IS NOT NECESSARILY THE BEST PISTOL. SHORT BEAM SB1 RIFLE IS WITH THE SPECIALIZED MELEE X-SHOT APPEAL IDEAS. SHORTEN FULL-SIZE BEAM RIFLE OF MODELS. IS THE ENEMY OF CASE COMBAT GAME ALSO WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH SITUATION. AFTER SEVERAL TIMES OF TEST COMPLETED THE GUN, CALLED MOBILE. ACTUALLY PAY SCALE PISTOL, THAT COMPACT QUALITY IS VERY GOOD. ALSO BECAUSE OF BEAM HELP, INDUCTION CONTROL ITS LENGTH OF THE BARREL, COMPARED TO THE FULL SIZE.
**NOTICE WHILE ASSEMBLING**

- Please read the instruction carefully before assembly.
- Please assemble the parts as per serial numbers and discard the leftover material after assembly.
- While assembling, please pay attention that some of the parts may be sharp-pointed or acculet.
- Please use the safe 'aqueous coating' while painting.
4 (手部組裝)

{右手部組裝}
RIGHT ARM

{左手部組裝}
LEFT ARM

4 (手掌組裝)
LEFT UNIT

* 左手(PJ4) 深灰色部分切除後可動手取出！
* 左手(PJ4) 深灰色部分切除後可動手取出！

* 左手同様轉動！
* 90度轉動！

* 左手同様轉動！
* 180度轉動！

完成圖
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{B3 11}

* 重點部分表示各關節處的可動點！
* 各指關節(灰色部分)表示手指的可動方向！
* 如果反方向可動會造成手指損壞，切記！
9 {下半身完成組裝}
LOWER BODY

10 {本體完成組合}
FINAL ASSEMBLE
SKYGRASPER+STRIKER NOIR EQUIP
*此步骤中的空中霸王与背包连接件需要另购件。空中霸王+空装装备包。

*背包变形步骤请参照步骤16②。
MODELING OF HAND UNIT

HANDS (1)

HANDS (2)

HANDS (3)

HANDS (4)

HANDS INSTALLATION
WEAPONS
MAU-M3E4 TYPE
X2

NOIR STRIKER CARRYING ONE OF LINEAR MAU-M3E4, AS SHOWN IN MODEL, IS THE HIGHEST YIELD LINEAR GUN COMPONENTS MAU-M SERIES OF DEVELOPMENT-ORIENTED MA SERIES LINKAGE ARMOR HAS LOADED. IS PROUD OF GOOD RELIABILITY AND SUPERIOR COST-EFFECTIVE MASTERPIECE. MAU-M3E4 IS FOCUSED ON THE PERFORMANCE AND EVEN ELECTRICITY, TO SET UP SPECIALIZED MELEE MODELS.
WEAPONS
HIGH BEAM GUNS
57MM高能量光束步枪

CAT-X 105E
STRIKE E-TYPE
Gressorial Armament Tactical Series
WEAPONS
GRENADE EQUIPMENT

157MM榴弾発射器装備

CAT-X 105E
STRIKE E-TYPE
Grosser Armament Tactical Series
WEAPONS

EOS1358 ROCKET ANCHOR LAUNCHER IS STRIKE NOIR AND NOIR STRIKER COMMON SPECIAL EQUIPMENT. HIS ARMS AND LEGS DEPARTMENT AN ROCKET LAUNCHER, WILL EXERT HIGH POWER EQUIPMENT IN FIGHTING WARS. USING THE BUILT-IN THRUST OF ROCKET TO LAUNCH, IS MADE BY HIGH POLYMER TENACITY OF STEEL CABLE AND THE BODY'S INTERNAL CONNECTING HOIST. IN ADDITION TO STICK TO THE BUILDING AND SHIP UP TO CONTROL THE BODY POSTURE, AND THE ANCHOR WILL ROCKET INTO THE OBJECT, OR USE THE ROPE ROPE WINING TRACTION DAMAGE OF RICH AND COLORFUL MASS ON THE EARTH'S ENVIRONMENT WILL BE THE TOTAL WEIGHT BEFORE AND AFTER 1 DOT ENEMY MOBILE SUIT AND WAVING THE ULTRA HIGH STRENGTH ALSO WON'T BREAK.